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 On the 21st of December 2006, a procession of over 100 people took out a procession 

(jaloos) under the banner of Chamoli District’s Residents Forum (nagarik manch) in 

the Himalayan town of Gopeshwar in Uttarakhand, India. Amidst the beating of 

drums and cries of “Uttarakhand Shasan Hai Hai” (Shame on Uttarakhand 

Administration) and “District Magistrate Murdabad” (death to the DM), the 

procession met the District Magistrate to give him a petition. I was working just 

across the courtyard in the District Rural Development Authority’s (DRDA) office, a 

central site for my doctoral research, so I walked across to join the crowds that were 

assembling. I arrived just in time to see the hand over of a petition to the DM (Image 

1). The petition was addressed to the Chief Minister (CM) of Uttarakhand but it was 

to be delivered to him through the means of the DM out of, as the head of the 

procession explained to him politely, “courtesy”. The DM accepted the letter and 

made a short speech to the procession on the grievance that the petition was 

addressing: the terror a human-eating leopard had spread in the town and its 

surrounding areas over the past five weeks. 

 

 In early November the man-eater had marked a dramatic entry in Gopeshwar by 

attacking a woman in broad daylight.1 Over a dozen other attacks had already taken 

place and, thus far, there were two confirmed human deaths. Despite the obvious 

presence of a man-eater in the town, the district officials had been unable to officially 

declare the big cat a man-eater and, consequently, to obtain a hunting permit that 

would allow for it to be legally killed. Elsewhere I have detailed the reasons for this 

long delay in declaring the big cat (bagh) a man-eater (Mathur 2014). In brief, this 

has to do with the manner in which the strongly conservationist clauses of the 

Wildlife Protection Act, 1972 are interpreted and acted upon by the state bureaucracy 

                                                
1 I refer to the human-eating big cat as ‘man-eaters’ throughout this paper as this is how they are 
popularly described. 
2 Right after the first, unprovoked attack in November, the top officials knew that it was a man-eater. 
Past experience had taught them though that until the point he actually injures or kills “a few more 
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in Uttarakhand. Big cats are protected by the law as well as by a vociferous urban-

based community of ‘cat-lovers’ and conservationists, which only allow for the legal 

killing of a big cat in India today through the means of an officially issued hunting 

permit. The 1972 Indian Wildlife Preservation Act’s chapter 3, dealing with the 

hunting of wild animals, begins with the statement: 

 

 “No person shall hunt any wild animal specified in Schedule, I, II, III and IV except 

as provided below.”  

 

The leopard or panther (panthera pardus) along with the tiger (panthera tigris) are 

listed as mammals under Schedule I of the Act. Their hunting is absolutely prohibited 

barring certain cases, with the one concerning us falling under the purview of Clause 

11 (1) (a) whereby:  

 

“The Chief Wildlife Warden may, if he is satisfied that any wild animal specified in 

Sch. 1 has become dangerous to human life or is so disabled or diseased as to be 

beyond recovery, by order in writing and stating the reasons therefor, permit any 

person to hunt such animal or cause animal to be hunted;”  

 

The declaration of the bagh a man-eater (narbhakshee/adam-khor) was done 

through the invocation of Clause 11 (1) (a), which could only be effected by the Chief 

Wildlife Warden (CWW) of Uttarakhand. The CWW is stationed in Uttarakhand’s 

distant capital city of Dehradun. To get the CWW to order in writing that the bagh 

must be hunted down turned out to be no mean feat, one that required gallons of 

suasive government ink to flow with a flurry of letters and telegrams being sent back 

and forth before the written declaration was won. At its core, the process of obtaining 

a hunting license for a bagh consists of convincing the CWW that the bagh in 

question had actually become “dangerous to human life”. This was achieved by the 

making of a case by the local state against the bagh and in favour of humans.2 In the 

archived files in the district, it was immediately evident that even after several 

fatalities would occur by what is obviously a man-eater, the district officials had to 

struggle to win the hunting permit. They had to wage what can only be described as a 

“documentary war” on behalf of humans and against the big cat. In the waging of this 

war the role of petitions is critical.  

                                                
2 Right after the first, unprovoked attack in November, the top officials knew that it was a man-eater. 
Past experience had taught them though that until the point he actually injures or kills “a few more 
humans”, it would not be possible to wrest out a hunting license against it. 
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  In what follows, I describe the petition that the procession had handed over to the 

DM in December as well as the processes it unleashed. I compare this particular 

petition with one that was penned 70 years ago in the same region to the famous 

hunter-turned-conservationist Jim Corbett. Though both were petitioning for the 

same cause – the hunting down of a man-eating big cat – the rhetoric employed in 

both the letters is remarkably different. I locate these distinctions in the language of 

rights that democracy allows for in contemporary India as well as in the ironic side 

effects of the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972. In the second part of the paper, I shift my 

attention to petitions requesting compensation for injuries or deaths of humans and 

the loss of livestock caused by wild animals. In the case of the hunting down of man-

eaters, petitions play an evidently enabling role. However, when it comes to the 

aspect of seeking compensation they tend to be firmly ignored despite the existence 

of legal provisions and budgets to meet these demands. I run through some relatively 

successful claims for compensation in order to speculate on what enables state 

responsiveness in contemporary India.   

 

To return to the procession and petition in Gopeshwar and December 2006, the DM 

made a short speech in which he attempted to mollify the assembled crowd by saying 

he was doing everything he possibly could. To support his statement, he produced a 

file that was entitled “Gopeshwar-wallah Bagh, 2006” and listed the number of 

telephone calls and telegrams he had been making and sending to the Chief Wildlife 

Warden stationed in Dehradun beseeching him to declare this big cat a man-eater. 

He promised to send another letter the same day as well as to forward on the petition 

he had just received. On the DM’s exit, the procession slowly dispersed with only a 

few people remaining on. They settled down on the verandah of the Collectorate and 

over a round of chai we discussed the terror spread by the man-eater. Everyone in the 

group, much like the rest of the town, was absolutely furious with the state (sarkar). 

We swapped stories of how scared we all were living under the shadow of the man-

eater and our incredulity at the incapacity of the state to do anything to stem the 

terror of the big cat (bagh ka atank). We discussed the various sightings of the big cat, 

wondered over his origins and possible future actions, and sadly mulled the fate of 

his many victims. A recurrent theme in these conversations as well as the petitions 

that I found buried in the district archives, were musings on the value of human life. 

Members of this particular jaloos kept repeating to me the line that appears 

prominently in this petition: is there no value to human life in Indian democracy? For 

it was apparent that the Indian state values the life of a big cat more than a humans’. 
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The Petition: the Terror of the Big Cat 

The subject line of the petition reads, in bold and in a large font size “The terror of 

the man-eating big cat in Gopeshwar, district Chamoli” (janpad Chamoli, 

Gopeshwar mein narbhakshee bagh ka atank). It begins with reference to the spread 

of the terror in different districts of Garhwal, one that is regularly reported in local 

newspapers. “Yet, the central government, Uttaranchal3 government and district 

administration do not regard it gravely. The state has today put the worth of bagh 

greater than the worth of humans. Is there no value left to humans in Indian 

democracy today?”(sarkar ne aaj manushya ke moolya kee apeksha, bagh ka 

moolya adhik bada diya hai. Kya bharatiya loktantra mein manav ka koeen 

moolya nahin reh gaya hai?) 

 

The letter goes on to list a series of recent attacks by the bagh with a stress on the 

manner in which in broad daylight (din dahade) the increasingly fearless bagh was 

barging into houses and grabbing children/attacking women. “After the experiencing 

of these incredible incidents, too, our sarkar remains mute” (in unghatit ghatnaon ke 

ghatne pe bhi hamari sarkar maun sadhe hooeen hai)…the people are frightened; 

they are terrorized and our sarkar is sleeping a peaceful sleep (…janata bhaybheet 

hai; atankit hai aur hamari sarkar sukh kee neend sau rahin hai). 

 

 The letter sets out four demands (maange) to the CM: 

1. To protect the common man there must be instant amendments made to the 

Wildlife Protection Act of 1972 

2. Provisions must be made for immediately killing the man-eating leopard 

wherever it might be. A provision must be made for compensation and the 

amount for the death of a human being should be immediately raised to Rs 10 

lakh. Regulations should be established for the payment of compensation. 

3. Set up a tribunal to look into compensation for the death of domesticated 

livestock 

4. Whoever takes on a bagh must be awarded with a prize (for his/her bravery). 

 

The petition was signed by over a dozen ‘eminent’ citizens of Chamoli including social 

workers (samajik karyakarta), convenors of the Himalayan Peace Foundation, the 

District’s Retired Soldiers Welfare Organization, the Municipal Corporation and the 

Women’s Forum. Interestingly, it was addressed to the Chief Minister and not the 

                                                
3 In 2007, the name of the state was changed from Uttaranchal to Uttarakhand. When referring to a 
period prior to the name change I utilize Uttaranchal.  
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DM or the Divisional Forest Officer (DFO) who are more directly responsible for the 

bagh in this region. Mr. S S Rawat who was the chief drafter of the petition told me 

that they instead made it clear that the petition was to go to the CM “through” 

(dwara) the DM. The DM is only a conduit in this petition. Mr. Rawat and other 

members of the procession said they tired of waiting for the DM to act and they know 

that the only way to exert pressure on the district authorities is by going over their 

head to the “big boss”. They had also posted the petition to the CM but their chief line 

of attack had been to personally assemble a large number of people, hire the drums 

and march through the town shouting slogans. They had also made sure to check that 

the DM was in office today as they wanted to personally hand over the petition to him 

so that later on he could not pretend that the file never reached him. Mr. Rawat put 

great emphasis on the affective charge of the moment in which he and his fellow 

petitioners confronted the DM in person in front of his office and the assembled 

crowd of onlookers and presented him with this letter and related their fear and 

anger to him (cf. Cody 2009). The procession had also roped in some influential 

members of the local press who stood by with their cameras. Next morning I saw 

pictures in almost all the local Hindi language newspapers of the procession head 

handing over the petition to a somewhat beleaguered looking DM.  

 

The procession was congratulated for writing the petition, which was an excellent 

representation of the general spirit of life in Gopeshwar over the past month or so. 

The Gopeshwar-wallah bagh was being sighted almost every single day and indulging 

in all sort of ‘activities’ creating an atmosphere of such intense terror that you could 

almost see it hanging over us like a cloud in the cold, silent, empty mountain town. 

During this period the DM, as the head of the district administration, was under 

tremendous amounts of pressure and expressed to me in private more than once that 

he was worried that “anything might happen” (kuch bhi ho sakta hai) in the town. 

The jaloos that had come to petition him had clearly articulated their fury with sarkar 

for “doing nothing” and for valuing the bagh more than it does humans. The same 

day the DM shot off a letter, with the above petition (gyapan) enclosed, to various 

senior bureaucrats in Dehradun. In addition to detailed descriptions of the multiple 

casualties and medical certificates testifying that the actions were those of a big cat, 

the DM help up the petition and the procession that had brought it to him as 

examples of the possible “law and order” issues that the town was currently facing. 

He writes in his letter, which was sent to three of the most senior bureaucrats in the 

state: 
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“On speaking to them I felt that inside the people there is a tremendous amount of 

anger bubbling due to these incidents and in the near future we cannot overrule the 

possibility of a violent outburst, which could lead to the development of grave 

dangers for the forest department and the district administration”  

 

He followed up the letter with a telephone call begging for a hunting permit before 

the situation was to get out of hand. The DMs letter, phone call and the petition from 

the citizen’s forum together did the trick. After waiting for over a month, the hunting 

permit was issued from Dehradun and the district officials could begin the search for 

a licensed hunter to kill the man-eater. The winning of the permit was held up as a 

signal moment that had the potential to disrupt the reign of terror of the big cat. The 

DM instantly issued advertisements in the local newspaper announcing the imminent 

arrival in the town of trained hunters (shikaris). The DM also rung up the chief 

petitioner – Mr. Rawat – to inform him of the “victory” and to thank him for his 

petition as it had allowed him to push home the demand for a hunting permit. 

 

As this particular case showed, in the declaration of a big cat as a man-eater, the role 

of petitions from citizens to the state is absolutely critical. In the archived files on 

‘attacks by wild animals in district Chamoli’ that are kept under lock and key in room 

no. 14 in the Collectorate, it became apparent that when strongly worded petitions 

were attached to the district officials regular entreaties to declare a big cat a man-

eater, there was speedier action. Furthermore, if the petition was sent to the right 

person or to someone who has powerful contacts then the declaration was even 

quicker. For instance, in 2001, a petition had been written a very influential “contact” 

– the man who was Chief Minister of the state (CM) in 2007 and had then been 

Union Minister of Roads and Transport, Mr. B. C. Khanduri telling him of the bagh 

ka atank (terror of the big cat) in Adibadri region of Gairsain. The petition had been 

written by a distant cousin of Khanduri’s who was then living in Gairsain and had 

been personally effected in some way by the man-eater. Khanduri had written to 

senior bureaucrats in Dehradun leading to a chain of letter exchanges with the bagh 

being declared a man-eater within a matter of days.  

 

Burton has written of the “evil reputation” of the Sundarbans as the territory of man-

eating tigers (1933: 143). In Chamoli, the town of Gopeshwar and the development 

blocks4 of Karnaprayag and Gairsain possess a similarly evil reputation due to the 

                                                
4 A district is further divided into ‘development blocks’ for the ease of administering developmental 
aid. 
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high incidences of man-eating leopards in these regions. Of the two blocks, Gairsain 

experienced multiple attacks by not one but two and sometimes even three man-

eating leopards that would haunt the region simultaneously. Despite the gravity of 

the situation there, local administrators – the Sub-divisional Magistrate (SDM) and 

the BDO – told me how much more difficult they found it to obtain hunting permits 

for leopards in their areas of command than in the district headquarter town of 

Gopeshwar. According to them this difficulty arose from the “remote”, distant 

location of these blocks within the district of Chamoli itself conjoined with the fact 

that there was no one here who would wage the requisite documentary wars in order 

to win hunting permits. In the files, I saw lots of hand written notes such as the one 

below that block officials would write up and send across to the Collectorate 

beseeching them to “do the paperwork” so that the big cats could be declared man-

eaters.5 Not only were there not adequate numbers of skilled officials in these remote 

blocks of the district but also there were no savvy petitioners like Mr. Rawat living in 

these areas who could put pressure on the CWW in Dehradun.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
5 Its worth pointing out that in those cases where a hunting permit could not be won then the officials 
turned a blind eye or even actively helped in the unauthorized killing of man-eaters. The problem of 
finding trained hunters and the correct equipment was a major one in these cases. The big cat here was 
killed by laying traps or poisoning its kills. In general, it is much easier and quicker to kill a man-eater 
after a hunting permit has been issued for it.  
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 The killing of man-eaters by men of state has a long history in India. Rangarajan 

(2005) has brought out the profound symbolism to the killing of free-ranging animals 

by the Mughal rulers. Not only did the killing of ferocious beasts earn you religious 

merit but was also perceived to be similar to the slaying of one’s enemies. The hunt 

served to further affairs of the state with the biographer of the Mughal emperor 

Akbar describing it as an intelligence gathering mechanism on the condition of the 

empire. At a more symbolic level, the hunt represented the ability of the Mughal ruler 

to vanquish “noxious animals” as the emperor Jahangir once described a tiger he 

killed. Jahangir is said to have killed over 17,000 animals in the first 12 years of his 

reign including 86 “noxious” tigers and lions, which works out at about 7 big cats a 

year (Rangarajan 2005: 14). Under colonial British rule too, the entire hierarchy of 

the Imperial state from the Viceroy down was staffed with men who indulged 

extensively in the activity of shikar (the hunt). Shikar in British India “constituted 

propaganda: it showed emperor, king, or lord exhibiting power” (Mackenzie 1988: 

10). The hunting of man-eaters, in particular, was as Hussain (2012) has pointed out, 

central to the colonial British welfare-oriented programme of governance (also see 

Pandian 2001). The colonial state saw the “hunting of man-eating tigers in the 

foothills and plains as an effort to prevent fierce and unpredictable nature 

intervening in their day-to-day governance practices in Indian society” (Hussain 

2012:2). He notes that so important did the British consider it to be able to impose 

order, ‘civilize’ the wild nature of India and exhibit their capacity to protect the 

natives, that in the hunting down of man-eating big cats there was a suspension of 

fair hunting codes that were otherwise essential to their identity as sportsmen.  

 

Perhaps the most famous shikari of man-eaters in India remains Jim Corbett who 

lived in Uttarakhand and wrote up many, now-famous accounts of big cats in 

Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh (1944, 1947). Pandian reads Corbett’s accounts, 

amongst others, on the terror spread by the big cats as “the recuperation” of “…the 

figure of the Oriental despot not only to characterize the native predecessors of 

British rule but likewise to represent the man-eating tiger as a terrible and arbitrary 

monarch, exercising control over the servile inhabitants of a given territory through 

the force of terror” (2001: 86). If the man-eating tiger was the Oriental despot then, 

as per Pandian’s interpretation of colonial narratives on the hunting of man-eaters, 

“…the utter incapacity of native villagers in the face of a tiger’s terror is resolved only 

by the masculine intervention of the white hunter” (87). The petition I reproduce 

from Corbett’s Maneaters of Kumaon book does refer to the villagers fear and general 

distress caused by the big cat, which was subsequently called the Mohan man-eater. 
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It also does beseech Corbett (misspelt as Carbitt in the petition) to come and rescue 

the villagers. However, very similar oral entreaties were made to the hunters who 

eventually came to Gopeshwar to hunt down the man-eater living there. What is 

striking in the petition sent to Corbett in 1933 in contrast to the petition sent to the 

Chief Minister of Uttarakhand in 2006 is the assessment of what the state is doing to 

alleviate the terror. In the case of the Mohan man-eater the villagers write that the 

DM, the gentlemen shikari, and the forest officers are doing everything they possibly 

can. Unfortunately they don’t seem to have had much success and given Corbett’s 

fame in Uttarakhand, the villagers of 3 pattis write in to request him to kill their 

enemy, the tiger. In the case of the Gopeshwar man-eater of 2006-07, the petitioners 

are furious with the state for doing nothing and for sleeping a peaceful sleep while the 

people are terrified. They speak of the value of human life versus the value of a big 

cat’s life in India and within democracy. There is a constant reference to the (sorry) 

state of democracy (loktantra) in which the big cat appears to be valued more than a 

human. In addition to railing against the failings of Indian democracy, the petition 

asks for interesting and pertinent amendments to the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972. 

They also ask for a tribunal to look into compensation (see below) and for the 

declaration of anyone who kills a maneater as bahadur or a brave person instead of, 

as would be the case were the big cat to be killed without a hunting permit, a 

murderer/criminal. The 1933 petition is cajoling and respectful, the 2006 petition is 

angry and makes demands well in addition to the mere hunting down of a man-eater. 

The differences can partly be explained as deriving from the language of rights that 

democracy allows for, whereby human lives are valuable and it is the duty of the state 

to protect them and not value them above a big cats. But partly the difference stems 

from the effects of the Wildlife Protection Act 1972, which has led to – the mountain-

people argue – the cossetting of big cats to the active detriment of humans. As I 

describe in greater detail below, there was an enormous amount of anger in the 

district over the hundreds of laws that protect big cats in contemporary India and the 

millions of rupees that are obviously being spent in order to conserve them. The elite, 

exclusionary logic of wildlife conservationism in India with its incipient anti-

humanism, which has been remarked upon by several authors (e.g. Guha 2005, 

Saberwal and Rangarajan 2005) is noticed particularly acutely by those who have to 

live under the terrifying shadow of man-eaters. The petition I have reproduced here 

constitutes an eloquent and expressive critique of this brand of conservationism. 

Jalais (2005) has, in a similar vein, noted that villagers in the Sundarbans too discuss 

themselves as constituting mere “tiger-food” and the tigers possessing greater 

citizenship rights than low-caste Bangladeshi migrants residing in this region.  
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Petitioning to Claim 

The fury at the slow and hesitant response to obvious man-eaters by the Indian state 

is only exacerbated for residents of Chamoli district by the almost complete denial of 

compensation for attacks and deaths. As tables 1 and 2 below show, there is a clear 

allocation of funds for compensation for injuries, deaths, and loss of livestock caused 

by wild animals.  The process of obtaining the compensation is complicated and given 

to changing without notice. When I was doing fieldwork I was told that the district 

authorities were following a Government Order (GO) issued on 06/12/1996 (no. 

238/14-4-96-836/92) whereby news of the death/injury of a human or a domestic 

animal has to be conveyed immediately to the local forest official/representative of 

the district administration and not to the Patwari or the Tehsildar as is normally the 

case. A post-mortem/medical examination shall ensue producing a certificate duly 

signed by a government authorised medical officer. The procedures kept changing 

randomly and when I was leaving Uttarakhand in 2008 the forest officers had started 

making new demands for the production of photographic evidence. Even once the 

procedure had been followed to the letter and the petitions written up, there was an 

instinctive response amongst the bureaucrats to regard claims for compensation as 

farzee or fake. This held true even, much to my surprise, for those attacks that were 

well publicized. Many an hour was spent reciting the most absurd claims for 

compensation that had been made by the paharis (mountain-people) of the state. 

Officials would compete one with the other on the most absurd petitions for 

compensation they had received thus far. Even when claims were grudgingly 

accepted as being real (asli) and not fake (farzee), there were excuses put forth about 

a lack of budget or the absence of a particular document. Most commonly, though, I 

found the claims to be entirely languishing in the files. They remained unattended to 

with not even a response given or a reason provided for the non-payment of 

compensation. 

 

 From the dozens of petitions that lie, more or less forgotten, in the attacks by wild 

animals file, let me abstract out an average form (see scan below). The petitions are 

all in the Hindi language save one, which I discuss below. They all tended to be 

addressed, in the most respectful form possible, to the District Magistrate. The 

subject line states the grouse, normally referring to non-payment of legally due 

compensation. Many of the petitions such as in the scan below set out the issue point 

by point, beginning with a recapitulation of the events giving personal and 

professional details of the victim, which includes age, fathers name, village of 

residence, level of education, present employment. In addition, the petitioner almost 
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always describes the self as “gareeb” (poor), “grameen” (villager), and as belonging 

to a constitutionally classified backward category such as the Scheduled Tribes or the 

Other Backward Classes (OBCs). The more savvy petitions, such as the one produced 

here, would also attach visual proof such as a photograph or a newspaper cutting that 

would serve as another sort of testimonial. Having established one’s identity, the 

petitions move on to stating that they have followed due process by gathering 

together documentary proof of the claimed event, which legally entitles them to be 

compensated. They would also often provide a short description of when the wild 

animal attacked them/their family member, where, and how. The entire petition 

would be geared at bringing out the tragic aspect of the petitioners situation, but the 

ending, in particular, would be devoted to such a rendition. The last lines would press 

home the fact that the family/victim desperately need the compensation and they 

would be entirely ruined was it not provided. Despite the pathos of these petitions 

and the often-bulky evidentiary proof that would accompany them, they remained 

ignored. There were a few, however, that made repeated appearances in the files; they 

had acquired a relatively more active life so to say. I describe them briefly before 

ending on a happy note by discussing the sole successful petition for compensation 

that I personally witnessed.  
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Converting a truth into an untruth 

Mr. Basant Lal penned a petition or what he described as a prarthana patra to the DM 

in order to gain compensation for the death of his cattle. The subject line itself 

demanded attention: “in relation to the death of cattle by a bagh and on the non-

payment of a bribe (rishwat) to the Forest Department’s worker, the Forester of 

Kaleshwar, the conversion of a truth into an untruth (karmachari forester kaleshwar ko 

rishwat na diye jaane par satya ko asatya karar kiya jaana)”. 

 

The letter had a two-pronged attack – on the one hand it directly pointed out officials in 

the forest department who had demanded and been denied a bribe (rishwat). Rishwat is 

a very strong word and it was not often to be found in the petitions I encountered. The 

norm was to refer obliquely to misdoings or demands that could not be met. Basant Lal 

claimed that the truth was adjudged by the events that have been properly documented. 

Yet, because he refused to pay the bribe, this truth was converted into an untruth. 

Alongside this direct confrontation with the state’s own rules and officials, he describes 

himself as “poor” (gareeb), “unemployed” (berozgar) “villager” (grameen), and a 

member of the Scheduled Tribes (ST) who was entirely reliant on his cattle for his and 

his poor family’s livelihood. It was through animal husbandry that Basant Lal was able 

to “feed and clothe his family” (parivar ka bharan-poshan). After the bagh’s fatal attack 

on his sole source of income, he and his family are bereft. He has cast himself as the 

most vulnerable and needy of the state’s subjects, one that the state must tend to; a 

category that the present Indian state is rhetorically deeply committed too.  

 

Sure enough, in a few days time a representative of the DM shoots off a letter to the 

Senior Forest Officer (SFO) paraphrasing the prarthana letter though he tactfully 

deletes the section on ‘converting a truth into an untruth on the non-payment of 

rishwat’ even though a photocopy of the original complaint letter is enclosed. This was 

in November 2002. In September 2003 Basant Lal writes again with the same letter to 

the DM complaining that nothing has yet happened. On 25th September 2003, the DM 

himself writes to the SFO asking him why no karyavahi (administrative work) has 

happened yet for the begetting of compensation for Mr Basant Lal and orders him to let 

his office know of what action has been taken. A copy of the letter is sent to Basant Lal, 

obviously to calm him down. Two years later on the 2nd of September 2005, the present 

DM writes again to the FD asking them why no action has been taken, requesting them 

to do avashayak karyavahi (required investigation) and telling tem to inform this office 

of the same. This letter was in response to a meeting that Basant Lal had sought with the 

DM to ask after the compensation. Basant Lal reappears in the files next on the 29th of 
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January 2006 when the DFO of Badrinath forest division writes to the DM saying that 

he is unable to compensate Mr. Basant Lal due to the lack of a related budget in his 

division (sambandhit mad mein budget na hone ke karan) and he assures the DM that 

as soon as the budget is made available then the due compensation shall be discharged. 

That is the last I see of Basant Lal in the government files. In 2007 I bumped into him 

accidentally at a janta ki darbar that was being held by the new Chief Minister of 

Uttarakhand when people went to him with their petitions. He was standing in the 

queue holding photocopies of the original petition that he had sent in as well as copies of 

all the letters he had received back from the Collectorate and the Forest Division. In 

early 2008 as I was leaving Uttarakhand, Basant Lal had still not been compensated but 

he told me defiantly that he had still not given up any hope of receiving the funds. In a 

letter written to him by the Forest Department he had been assured that in their budget 

for the financial year 2008-09, there were provisions to compensate him. 

 

 

State petitions the state 

Basant Lal’s petition was arresting because of the direct allegations he made as well 

as his tenacity in sending and resending the petition as well as in personally meeting 

the DM and the CM. Another form of petitions for compensation that often surfaced 

in the files were those that were written on behalf of victims or their families by 

lower-level state officials to the more senior ones. These petitions, again, had a lively 

presence in the files and, in a few cases, even appeared to be successful in terms of 

begetting the compensatory funds. The case of the death of Savita, the 21 year old 

daughter of Kalyan Singh of village Top in Chamoli district is a typical example of the 

sorts of prarthana patras. The Sub-Divisional Magistrate (SDM) of Karnaprayag 

division, within which Top falls, writes on 25/01/06 to the Divisional Forest Officer 

(DFO) of Badrinath forest division with a cc to the District Magistrate (DM). It begins 

with a bald description of the event: 

 

Savita had gone to the jungle called Bainital near the village with some other women 

to collect grass when, all of a sudden, “a bagh attacked her and ate her up, due to 

which she died” (bainital namak jungle ke sameep bagh dwara us par hamla kar 

use khaya gaya jisse uskee mrityu ho gaeen). After this event too the “bagh has been 

spreading his terror due to which people are so frightened that they are just sitting in 

their houses…people of Top are saying that the bagh has become a man-eater and 

some other big hadsa (traumatic event) can happen…on 24/01/06 on my going to the 

village with our honourable MLA (Member of the Legislative Assembly) Mr. Anil 
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Nautiyal to get knowledge of the real situation (vastusthiti) we found that the attack 

by the bagh had left the villagers and the regional people quite frightened…they want 

the bagh to be caught immediately.” 

 

Note how there is repeated mention of the frightened villagers, the manner in which 

the presence of the MLA is mentioned, the pointing out of the “reality of the 

situation” (vastusthiti) as he and the honourable MLA have ascertained the facts for 

themselves, and how the accusation of the man-eating nature of the bagh is seen to 

come from the villagers who are preparing themselves for another incident. Most 

interestingly, the SDM does not ask for the killing of a bagh that most certainly has 

man-eating tendencies if he “ate up” a young woman after attacking her when she 

was in a group in a jungle. Rather, for the moment, the SDM restricts his request to 

the mere nabbing of the leopard. This is probably because he knows that “just one 

human death” and that too of a young and unknown village woman will not 

constitute sufficient grounds in the eyes of the state for the hunting down of the bagh. 

Repeatedly, in the cases of the attacks by bagh in different parts of Chamoli and over 

the years, I noticed how the early written communication worked to prepare the 

ground before going in, quite literally, for requests for the big kill. 

 

 The letter continues thus:  

 

“The concerned dead person Miss Savita’s panchayatnama (a decree issued by the 

Panchayat) was issued on 21/01/2006 by the regional Patwari and it was only after 

the investigation had been done into the panchayatnama that the dead girl’s last 

rites were conducted. The dead girl is from a poor family, a family which comprises 

her sick father, mother, and three younger sisters and a young brother. It is the dead 

girl only who looked after the upkeep of her family (apne parivar ka palan poshan 

kartee thee) and after her death, on the one hand her family is very sad, and on the 

other hand is going through financial vulnerability (arthik sankat).”  

 

The letter ends with an appeal to the SFO and to the DM to control the bagh as well 

as to help out the bereaved family financially. The family is, legally and procedurally, 

due for compensation automatically on the grounds of the death of Savita especially 

since the correct documents have been produced by the authorized officials and the 

reality of the situation vouchsafed. Yet, the SDM considers it politic to make a case 

for the bereaved family by producing a rather dubious story of the 21-year old woman 

being the sole bread-winner of the family, with her death leaving her family not just 
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heart-broken but also “financially vulnerable”. On 28/01/06, the deputy DM writes 

to the SFO on behalf of the DM asking him to provide whatever assistance possible as 

per the GO or the ‘government orders’ (shasanadesh dwara anumanya sahayata) as 

well as asks why the FD has made no efforts to catch the bagh even though the 

villagers are quite angry (akroshit). 

 

Over the year a few more petitions, written by hand by non-state officials and 

concerning the same man-eater in Karnaprayag division entered the file. 

Interestingly, this particular bagh was never officially declared a man-eater and none 

of the petitions related to compensating this one’s victims were successful. Even the 

petition made on behalf of Savita’s family by the SDM circulated around for a few 

months but was eventually buried and the compensation was not paid up till 2008. 

The petition stuck out though because it was rare for a petition that was coming in 

from one of the distant divisions and remote villages to command this sort of a 

presence in the files. The singular reason for Savita’s petition even being discussed 

was because it was written up by the SDM.  

 

How to make Sarkar understand  

On the 1st of May 2007, I was amazed to see my first and only successful claim for 

compensation in Chamoli district. This was a claim made for the death of a young boy 

Vishal who had been killed by the Gopeshwar-wallah bagh in early December 2006. I 

was in the Collectorate working my way through the files when Mr. X tossed me a letter 

saying “ho gaya”. The letter came from the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) 

in New Delhi and had been written to the DM with copies to the DFO and the FRDC 

(Forest and Rural Development Commissioner in Dehradun). The letter was written in 

English and requested the DM to look into the matter of the non-compensation of 

Vishal’s family residing in Dewar Khadora village, right next to Gopeshwar town. The 

DM himself had called up the DFO asking him to immediately release the money. 

Within a day of receipt of the NHRC letter, the entire compensatory fund had been 

released.  

 

What allowed for such prompt action, I asked my office-mates. Their answer was 

“pressure from above” i.e. the NHRC, a powerful Delhi-based government appointed 

human rights watchdog. But how was the NHRC in distant New Delhi pulled into the 

case of some unknown boy called Vishal in a village in “remote” Chamoli district? It was 

the use of a “contact” that involved the NHRC into the process and, thus, not only 
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hastened it with the unbelievable one-day turn around by the FD but also allowed for 

dues to be paid. The very same person who had lead authored the petition to the CM to 

kill the man-eater in December 2006 – Mr. S S Rawat – was central to this case too, and 

I shall end this paper with his own narration of this victorious petition. Mr. Rawat is the 

District Head of the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) and the convener of 

Chamoli districts Nagarik Manch (Town Forum). In an interview he succinctly 

explained the entire process of begetting compensation for Vishal’s family. Vishal was 

killed by the bagh on 17/12/06. After that “correspondence [English word used] chalti 

rahin” (kept going on) with the FD repeatedly saying “no paisa, no paisa, no paisa”. The 

victim’s father is a “mazdoor” (labourer) so a “gareeb aadmi” (poor man) and therefore, 

according to Mr. Rawat, “sarkar did not listen to him” (sarkar ne uskee nahin sunee). A 

lot of time lapsed and still no compensation was paid to him. It was then that Mr. Rawat 

decided to intervene by writing himself for “sarkar (the state) does not pay attention to 

[it’s] Vibhag (department). Unless one raises one’s voice nobody in loktantra (people’s 

governance) pays attention to you (dhyan nahin diya jaata hai).” He described a series 

of prarthana patras (lit. prayer letters) being sent to the FD and the DM, which were 

left unanswered. I saw these petitions in the files. It was then, out of anger and 

desperation that Mr. Rawat wrote to his “contact” at the NHRC in New Delhi. He 

followed up his letter to the NHRC by a series of phone calls to the DM on behalf of 

Vishal’s family. Once a letter from NHRC came in then even the FD found the budget it 

claimed not to possess. The result was almost instantaneous; the state suddenly sat up 

and paid attention. The problem with the Indian state, concluded, Mr. Rawat is that for 

it a big cat is “bigger” than humans. “Bagh bada hai ki insaan bada hai (Is the bagh 

bigger or the human bigger)?” he asked me. Not a rhetorical question at all, the answer 

was that, for sarkar, the bagh is bigger. This is self-evident in the “hazaaron niyam” 

(thousands of rules/laws) that protect the bagh, the furor that is created if a bagh is 

killed, and the miniscule compensation that is paid when a human being is killed. With 

Rs. 50,0006 you can barely buy two horses, said Mr. Rawat. “While one can never 

compensate for a human life, surely it is worth more than the cost of two horses? But 

then, if it does not pain you then what do you know? If a ghatna (incident) like this was 

to happen to sarkar (the state) then automatically the niyam (rules) will change.” But 

then how, he asked me, “does one make sarkar understand?” The answer quite simply, 

he said, is “by writing hard-hitting letters to the correct officials (kadak chitthi sahi 

kursi ko likhon)”.  

                                                
6 Rs. 50, 000 = GBP 630 approximately. How the amounts were fixed for compensation remains 
unclear. The question of what would X amount of compensatory money get you was often posed to me 
and measured in similar terms of buying two horses or a cow or a room in a village or paying for 
someone’s college education.   
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Table	  1.	  Compensation	  to	  be	  paid	  on	  the	  sustaining	  of	  an	  injury	  or	  on	  the	  death	  of	  a	  human	  by	  

tigers,	  leopards,	  jaguars,	  snow	  leopards,	  bear,	  elephants,	  crocodiles	  and	  alligators.	  

Form of Damage (shatee ka prakar) Amount due (in Rs.) 

 

Gravely injured (gambhir roop se ghayal) 

 

 

  15,000 

 

Loss of limbs (Anshik roop se apang) 

 

 25,000 

 

 

Entirely disabled (poorna roop se apang) 

 

 

 1,00,000 

 

Death of a minor (avyasak ki mrityu par) 

 

 50,000 

 

 

Death of a major (vyasak ki mrityu par) 

 

 

 1,00,000 

 

 

Table	  2.	  Compensation	  to	  be	  paid	  at	  death	  of	  domesticated	  animals	  by	  tigers,	  panthers,	  leopards	  

and	  snow-‐leopards.	  	  

 Type of Animal  Amount Due (in Rs.) 

 

 

Cow 

 

3000 

 

Horse, Donkey 

 

5,000 

 

Bull (older than 3 years) 

 

5,000 

 

Buffalo (older than 3 years) 

 

5,000 

 

Calf of a cow or a buffalo 
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(a) Older than two years but younger 

than three 

(b) Between one and two years 

(c) Under one year of age 

1,200 

 

500 

300 

 

Goat/sheep 

 

500 

 

Source	  for	  Tables	  1	  and	  2:	  Letter	  from	  Dr.	  Ranbir	  Singh,	  Secretary,	  Uttaranchal	  Government	  to	  

the	  Chief	  Wildlife	  Warden	  of	  Uttaranchal.	  It	  cites	  a	  GO	  issued	  on	  06/12/1996	  (no.	  238/14-‐4-‐96-‐

836/92).	  
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